CBRL Centennial Awards
In 2019 the CBRL celebrates 100 years since the founding of our active research community,
initially centring on the BSAJ and now incorporating the BIA, the KI and wider Levantine
research areas.
To commemorate the anniversary, the CBRL will be offering a number of Centennial Awards for
research or events focusing on the history of British scholarship in the area and early Mandate
history, society and politics. We are particularly seeking creative grant applications for either
archival research projects, outreach activity, or networking events that lead to new synergies,
and which aim to engage new audiences for the CBRL with innovative and stimulating new
perspectives.
CBRL will be making awards over a period of two years (2017-18), with outcomes to be in place
by 2019.
We will offer small grants of up to £2,000 each, for research or activities undertaken by an
individual; and larger awards of up to £5000 each, for group or team-based events.
Outputs must be built into applications, and could include public events, publication plans, or
the creation of digital resources such as archives, databases, videos, sound-archives, or similar,
linked, or hosted by, the CBRL website.
The connection to the CBRL (including the BSAJ, BIAAH, KI and BIA) must be made evident in
the application. Applicants must show how they will arrange any copyright clearance required.
Application forms for Centennial Awards may be obtained by downloading from the CBRL
website www.cbrl.org.uk.
Applicants must be a CBRL member (you may apply for membership when you submit your
application for the award). Two references are required. Applicants should note that referees
must not be members of the CBRL Committee or staff or an applicant for a CBRL award.
Closing date for applications and references is 30 November 2017. Could you please submit your
applications by email directly to the UK Administrative Secretary and similarly ask your referees
to submit their references direct to the UK Secretary (forms for referees will be found at the end
of the application form).
Unless otherwise specified, awards will be announced towards the end of January 2018.
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